Hyperglycaemia during hospitalisation increases morbidity and mortality

Hyperglycaemia during acute medical or surgical illness is a marker of poor clinical outcome and mortality. Morbidity and mortality increases in hospitalised community acquired pneumonia patients with elevated blood glucose levels. The relative risk for infections increases by nearly 6-fold in postoperative patients with one or more blood glucoses level(s) exceeding 12.2 mmol/l, on any postoperative day.

Prescribing subcutaneous insulin in hospitalised patients

Subcutaneous (SC) insulin is frequently used in the management of known and newly diagnosed diabetics admitted with acute medical or surgical problems as well as non-diabetic patients experiencing transient stress-induced hyperglycaemia. With this edition of the Therapeutic Bulletin we aim to provide general principles for prescribing SC insulin therapy in hospitalised, non-pregnant, adult diabetic and non-diabetic patients.

A diabetic patient’s home regimen may be inappropriate during hospitalisation

Insulin requirements typically increase (but may also decrease) due to stress, hypotension, acute renal failure, oedema, surgical procedures and altered carbohydrate intake (nil per mouth (NPO) and hospital diets). The continued use of oral anti-diabetic medicines (biguanides and sulphonylureas) must be balanced against the risk of hypoglycaemia (risk factors include renal impairment and anticipation of NPO status) and lactic acidosis (combination of multiple risk factors including iodinated contrast-induced renal dysfunction, renal, liver or cardiac disease, metabolic acidosis, severe infection and hypoxemia).

Do not use short-acting insulin “sliding scales” as the only form of insulin – they may cause harm

In non-critical medical and surgical type 2 diabetic patients, basal-bolus SC insulin regimens improve glucose control with no increased risk of hypoglycaemia compared to sliding scales alone. Hospitalised diabetics’ insulin regimens should include long-acting (basal insulin) to cover hepatic glucose production and short-acting (bolus insulin) to cover caloric intake (meals, enteral feeds or total parenteral nutrition (TPN)). In addition to the basal-bolus regimen, an optional short-acting insulin “sliding scale” (correctional insulin) may be given together with the bolus insulin before meals to correct pre-meal hyperglycaemia.

How to manage hospitalised diabetics with SC insulin

There is no “one size fits all” insulin regimen for hospitalised diabetics or patients with transient hyperglycaemia. Optimise glucose control during the period of stress in diabetics on oral medication or bi-daily insulin regimens by switching to a basal-bolus SC insulin regimen and initiate SC insulin in newly diagnosed diabetics and non-diabetics with transient stress-induced hyperglycaemia. Adapt initial insulin dosing according to patient response and characteristics (age, diabetes type, renal function, concomitant glucocorticosteroids, etc.).

Key points

Basal-bolus insulin regimens

- Basal + bolus + correctional insulin regimen is preferred to sliding scale (correctional) insulin alone.
- Correctional insulin alone is a reactive strategy to glucose control and if used, should only be used in conjunction with a basal-bolus regimen.
- Type 1 diabetics always require basal insulin, even if they are not eating.
- IV soluble insulin infusion may be preferred above SC insulin regimen in the critically ill.

Correctional insulin (also called short-acting insulin sliding scale)

- Avoid routine correctional insulin as the only insulin regimen in diabetics.
- The only place for correctional insulin is in conjunction with a basal-bolus insulin.
- If patients are eating, inject bolus (prandial) insulin before meals as per plasma glucose level and predicted food intake and NOT every 4 (or 6) hours.
- Do not give correctional insulin at bedtime.
Factors associated with a higher risk of bleeding include: older age (>70 years), use of anti-platelet medication, heart anticoagulant rodenticides (Superwarfarin) Poisoning.

**Mechanical Heart Valve Patients**

- Any Inr Major >5
- Major non – major >8
- Major >5-8
- Non-major 3.5 – 5

### Table 1. WarfarIn ToxICITy ManageMenT

- **Emergency** (Contact Haematologist on duty for 4-factor PCC release)
- **Step 2**
  - Divide the TDD insulin requirement into a basal and bolus component:
  - Prescribe 30-40% of the TDD as longer acting basal insulin (Protophane® HM or Humulin® N) to be given not later than 22h00.
  - 60-70% of the TDD divided into 3 equal doses should be given as short-acting bolus insulin (Actrapid® HM or Humulin® R) 30 min before breakfast, lunch and supper.

### Step 3

- Estimate the correctional insulin dose for the optional short-acting insulin “sliding scale” to be given in conjunction with short-acting bolus insulin 30 min before meals.
- A quick and easy estimation for the scale increment is to use 5% of the total daily dose of insulin (TDD insulin).
- For example, if TTD of 80 units insulin the scale should increase with 4 unit increments (5% of 80 = 4). No additional insulin should be given for blood glucose levels below 8.1 mmol/L (if hypoglycaemia is a concern use a higher blood glucose cut-off value). Thus, for a blood glucose of 8.1-11 mmol/L give 4 extra units of short-acting insulin, for 11.1-14 mmol/L give 8 extra units of short-acting insulin, for 14.1-17 mmol/L give 12 extra units of short-acting insulin, for > 17.1 mmol/L give 12 extra units of short acting insulin plus evaluate patient (measure serum ketones in DM1).

### Step 4

- Monitor the patient’s response to insulin:

  **Blood glucose monitoring**
  - Finger prick blood glucose monitoring requirements depend on patients’ nutrition pattern (and insulin regimen) and time points may include:
    - When eating: 30 min before meals, at bedtime and at 03h00
    - When receiving enteral feeding boluses: 30 min before each feeding or 6 hourly
    - When NPO: 6 hourly
  - Immediate blood glucose measurement is required if patients develop any symptoms suggestive of hypo- or hyperglycaemia.

### Step 5

- Review and modify the insulin regimen:

  **Blood glucose targets**
  - Targets below are appropriate for the majority of hospitalised patients, but individualised targets may be needed for special treatment groups. For example terminally ill patients require less stringent blood glucose control.
    - Pre-meal glucose < 7.8 mmol/L
    - Random glucose < 10 mmol/L

### Step 6

- Consult an endocrinologist when:

  - Hyperglycaemia persists despite following this therapeutic bulletin’s guidance
  - Patients are hyperglycaemic and receiving more than 1mg/kg glucocorticosteroids (eg. prednisone)
  - Type 1 diabetics present with unexplained hypoglycaemia or hyperglycaemia unawareness
  - A secondary cause of diabetes is suspected (Cushing’s disease, acromegaly, etc.)
  - Patient develop ketosis in hospital
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